Host Gerry says:
USS Scorpius  NCC 50666  10403.13

Host Gerry says:
Something Wicked This Way Comes

Host Gerry says:
Episode III:  Going out with a bang...

Host Gerry says:
Previously on the USS Scorpius:

Host Gerry says:
The Scorpius had assumed the patrol route in secret search of the missing USS Sharikahr.

Host Gerry says:
Not long after assuming the patrol route, the Sharikahr sowed up, in bad shape, sensor-blind, comm-deaf, and pursued by two Romulans.

Host Gerry says:
After ejecting her warp core and temporarily disabling the Romulan vessels, a third ship, known as the Dreadnaught decloaked...

Host Gerry says:
It is known to carry the last known member of a species encountered by the Elara and the several other vessels years ago known as the D'Vor.

Host Gerry says:
The D'Vor is intent on taking revenge on the Federation for what he perceives as the murder of his entire race at the hands of the Federation

Host Gerry says:
After unsuccessfully attempting to negotiate with the D'Vor, the Scorpius has taken the Sharikahr in tow and has warped out of the area, with the D'Vor dreadnaught in pursuit...

Host Gerry says:
The blind and deaf Sharikahr has fired its impulse engines to full in an attempt to break the tractor hold of the Scorpius, not aware of the aid efforts on her behalf...

Host Gerry says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>.

OPS-Watson says:
:: At her station checking, double-checking and triple checking power extended to hold the Shari ::

CO_VanSickle says:
::sitting in the center chair::

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::in sickbay, preparing for the worst::

CSO_Bodine says:
:: trying to compensate the pull with thrusters while at warp::

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
::on the bridge::

TO_Sadek says:
::monitors the tactical sensors::

SO_Zria says:
::continues to monitor the following D'vor vessel::

CIV_Serok says:
:: at a console looking at all the information on the D'Vor that she can dig up ::

CO_VanSickle says:
XO: Try to get over there and tell them we're trying to help them.

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  The Sharikahr reverses impulse engines, placing as much strain on its captor as it can...

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
XO: Ma'am, with the way the Sharikahr is acting, wouldn't it be prudent to get on board her and let the crew know that we are here to assist?

CO_VanSickle says:
FCO: What are they doing?

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
::nods:: CTO/CSO:  You're with me.

OPS-Watson says:
:: Sees the strain on the Scorp’s' systems and tries to compensate ::

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::follows the XO::

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
CTO:  Which is exactly what we are about to do, Commander.  ::grins at him as she makes her way to the turbolift::

CSO_Bodine says:
XO/CO: I can't hold course like this .. :: sees the shift and orders the helm down to warp 4.7::

SO_Zria says:
::sees what the Sharikahr is trying to do and tries again to find a way to contact them::

CIV_Serok says:
:: looks up at the CO's statement ::

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  The D'Vor dreadnaught fires a salvo that hits the aft shields and shakes both vessels a bit

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::Feels the ship shaking::

OPS-Watson says:
:: Grabs her console ::

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
XO: However, that D'Vor vessel wont make it easy for us.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
CTO:  Indeed.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
::enters the TL::

OPS-Watson says:
:: Takes all secondary systems offline and sends the reserves out to the system holding the Shari ::

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  A reaction in the dilithium chamber of the Sharikahr is detected...

CIV_Serok says:
CO:  Captain, logic would dictate that the Sharikahr being without sensors or communications believe themselves to be in peril and she is trying to escape.

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::grabs a biobed to catch her balance:: Self: Meanwhile...back on the bridge....they are dancing a tango with the enemy.  ::grumbles and heads back to work::

SO_Zria says:
::feels the ship shake:: Self: This is not good. ::chews on the inside of her lower lip as she concentrates::

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
*CMO*:  Doctor, care to join the AT?

CO_VanSickle says:
CIV: That's why we must assure them we're their knight in shining armor.

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  The Sharikahr jerks and shakes around like a fish on a hook...

CIV_Serok says:
CO:  This also indicates that there is at least someone alive onboard her.

CO_VanSickle says:
CIV: At least that's good.

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
*XO* My pleasure!  I'll meet you in the transporter room.

CSO_Bodine says:
OPS: I hope your better at helm then I am take it over Ensign

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  The Fusion Reactors come online on the Sharikahr

SO_Zria says:
CO: Captain, there appears to be a reaction in the Sharikahr's dilithium chamber

CO_VanSickle says:
All: Situation report.

OPS-Watson says:
:: Looks at the CSO ::   CSO: Aye sir!   :: Gulps then slaves flight control from Sciences to OPS ::

CIV_Serok says:
CO:  Unfortunately Captain, there is no way to do that at present.

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
XO: Ma'am, standard weapons for the away team?

CSO_Bodine says:
:: as soon as OPS has helm he rushes into the TL after the XO ::

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
CTO:  Agreed.

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  The Sharikahr uses her own tractor as a deflector shield...

TO_Sadek says:
::frowns:: CO: Sir.... they Sharikahr is .... I believe they are overtaxing their Fusion Reactors.

OPS-Watson says:
:: Sees another blip ::   CO: Sir, the Shari's fusion reactors have come online...and I don't have any more power

OPS-Watson says:
CO: to hold her

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
XO: Then I will make a quick stop at the armory before I go to the transporter room.  How many will be on the team?

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::grabs her kit and heads to the transporter room::

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
CTO:  Four.

CO_VanSickle says:
CIV: You think we should keep a hold of them until the XO's team get aboard?

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
::exits the TL::

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
XO: Very good.

OPS-Watson says:
:: Tries a few things she learned in the Academy to try and hold the Shari... ::

CO_VanSickle says:
*XO*: Bridge to Cmdr. Horn, make the transport quick!  She's trying to shake herself free.

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::exits the lift and goes to the armory, retrieves 6 phasers, and returns to the transporter room::

SO_Zria says:
CO: They are using their tractor beam as a deflector shield.  She's trying anything she can think of to get away from us.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
*CO*:  Understood.  We're just about ready to go.

CIV_Serok says:
CO:  Captain, I believe that we will not be able to "keep a hold" of them if they continue and they may just do damage to us as well.

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  The Shari runs full power to the Fusion Reactors and begin to generate a warp field with power to the nacelles...

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::enters the transporter room::

CSO_Bodine says:
::wipes sweat from his brow:: XO: I don't want to do that again, I'm not even a certified pilot ma'am.

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::hands a phaser to each member of the away team::

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::steps up onto the pad wanting this taken care of yesterday::

CO_VanSickle says:
OPS: What is the status of the Sharikahr’s comm system?

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  The Sharikahr generates a weak warp field...

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
::smiles:: CSO:  I'm sure you did fine.  ::steps up onto the pad::

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::gets on the transporter pad::

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::takes the phaser from her husband::

OPS-Watson says:
:: Eyes widen... ::  CO: Sir!  She has full power to her reactors!

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
XO: We really going this time?

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  The Second Warp field creates a warp imbalance...

CSO_Bodine says:
:: joins the away team on the pad ::

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
CMO: Well,  I did want to spend more time with you, didn't I? ::Grins::

CO_VanSickle says:
*XO*: Energize when ready!

OPS-Watson says:
:: Fingers fly over her console ::

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
CMO:  We are really going.  Chief:  Energize.

OPS-Watson says:
CO: There's a warp imbalance going on, sir!

SO_Zria says:
CO:  And she's generating a warp field.

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  Both ships rock violently and fly apart in opposite directions...

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
CTO: A medkit and phasers during an alert.  You know how to sweep me off my feet! ::grins::

CO_VanSickle says:
OPS: As soon as you read the away team on the Sharikahr, break off the tractor beam.

TO_Sadek says:
CO: Sir.... warp imbalance is at danger levels !

OPS-Watson says:
CO:  She's gone sir!  Broke free

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::hits the floor...hard::

OPS-Watson says:
:: Sees a ton of amber lights on her OPS board ::

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::stumbles, but keeps his footing::

CO_VanSickle says:
::leans against the side of his chair:: OPS: Stabilize us!

CIV_Serok says:
:: grabs her console ::

SO_Zria says:
::grabs hold of her console trying to keep her balance as the imbalance allows the Shari to get free::

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
::hits the back of the transporter platform::

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  Both ships are now falling into wormholes created by the imbalance in warp fields as the Sharikahr is lost to sensors...

OPS-Watson says:
:: Working quickly to stabilize the Scorp ::

TO_Sadek says:
CO: Time distortion is beginning... Captain.

OPS-Watson says:
:: Tries everything she learned in the Academy about flying... ::

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
*CO*:  What is going on?

CO_VanSickle says:
*Engineering*: Full reverse on the warp drive.

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  Time Distortion places extra strain on the Structural integrity field...

CO_VanSickle says:
*XO*: The Sharikahr created a warp field imbalance.

SO_Zria says:
CO: The warp imbalance has resulted in two worm holes...

OPS-Watson says:
Self:  You SHOULD have paid more attention in class!     :: Feels her hands shaking ::

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::shakes her head:: Self: What did they do now?

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::helps his wife to her feet::

TO_Sadek says:
CO: Recommend termination of warp field... immediately Sir.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
::gets to her feet::

CO_VanSickle says:
*XO*: We're in the middle of a wormhole.

OPS-Watson says:
CO: There's a time distortion occurring that is placing addition strain on the SIF...

CSO_Bodine says:
XO: That is the second time now.

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::checks on the XO to make sure she is ok::

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  Edges around things blur, and things seem to slow to a crawl...

CO_VanSickle says:
TO: I've ordered full reverse on the warp drive.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
*CO*:  We need to drop from warp immediately.

CO_VanSickle says:
OPS: Try to take us out of warp.

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::stands up:: XO: Well, this obviously isn't going to happen...again.

SO_Zria says:
::tries to keep her balance as she focuses on her console:: CO: Captain, I confirm that suggestion

TO_Sadek says:
CO: Recommend TERMINATION Sir...

CO_VanSickle says:
*Engineering*: Shut down the warp core, NOW!

OPS-Watson says:
:: Attempts to shut down warp engines ::

OPS-Watson says:
:: Feels the shaking growing more violent ::

CSO_Bodine says:
:: hears the XO talking to the Captain but it sounds slow and distant ::

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::sees the room seem to stretch a little:: Self: I don't like this.

SO_Zria says:
::tries to monitor their location and destination::

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  The Warp engines shut down...

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::looks at his wife, and notices that she looks a tad bit blurry::

SO_Zria says:
Self:  This is crazy

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
CTO/CSO:  Get to your stations.

CO_VanSickle says:
OPS: Reverse thrusters, get us to stop!

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
XO: Aye, Ma'am.

OPS-Watson says:
CO: T-T-The e-e-e-gines h-h-h-ave s-s-shut d-d-down, s-s-sir

TO_Sadek says:
TO: Inertia will keep us in the wormhole for another..... ...  Thhhrirrrty seconnnnnnnds Siiir.

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  With the termination of the Warp power, the ship falls into normal space at .99C

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::leaves the transporter room, and makes his way to the turbolift::

OPS-Watson says:
:: Sees her hands move as if in slow motion... ::

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::tries to walk to the door but her feet feel like 50kg weights::

CO_VanSickle says:
::notices on screen the wormhole has terminated:: OPS: All stop.

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::gets to the turbolift, enters it, and orders it to the bridge::

OPS-Watson says:
CO: Calling helm to all stop, sir

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
::looks around her:: CMO:  You OK?

CIV_Serok says:
:: checking her console ::

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::stops and turns to the XO, feeling almost back to normal:: XO: I'm fine.  I'll be in sickbay if I'm needed.

CSO_Bodine says:
::is with the CTO::

OPS-Watson says:
:: Sees her hands shaking as she works both OPS and NAV from her console... ::

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
CSO: Well, that was close, we nearly became a billion separate atoms.

CO_VanSickle says:
OPS: Signal Engineering to get the warp field back into balance and fast.

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  The ship responds to helm slowly...and begins to slow

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
::heads for the door heading back to the bridge::

OPS-Watson says:
:: Looks at the CO ::  CO: Aye sir...

SO_Zria says:
::checks the sensors for time/space buoys::

CSO_Bodine says:
CTO: Indeed Commander, at this rate I have doubts we will ever get over to the Sharikahr.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
*CO*:  I'm heading back to the bridge.  Any sign of the Sharikahr?

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
*XO/CSO/CTO*: You all okay?

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::feels the lift slow, and stop.  the doors open, and he enters the bridge and goes to Tac station 1::

CO_VanSickle says:
SO: Where is the Sharikahr now?

OPS-Watson says:
:: Contacts engineering advising them per Captain VanSickle to get the warp field back into balance and online ASAP...like yesterday ::

TO_Sadek says:
CO: I do not detect the Sharikahr on sensors Sir.

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  The Scorpius coasts to a relative stop...

CO_VanSickle says:
TO: How about the D'Vor?  Where is it?

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
*Bridge* Everybody okay up there?

OPS-Watson says:
:: Sighs a BIG sigh of relief as she sees the ship come to a stop ::

TO_Sadek says:
CO: Also.... not on sensors Sir.

SO_Zria says:
CO: They are no where on sensors...::turns slightly::...um, neither is the dreadnaught.

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
*CMO* I am fine.  the feeling of disorientation only lasted briefly.  Are you ok?

OPS-Watson says:
CO: All stopped sir

CO_VanSickle says:
*CMO*: We're fine, considering.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
*CMO*:  I'm fine.

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
*All* Good.

OPS-Watson says:
:: Checking damage to the ship as reports come in ::

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::mutters all the way back to sickbay:: *CTO* I'm fine.

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
TO: Report.  What just happened, and what is our situation now?

CSO_Bodine says:
:: gets back to the Bridge and his post and begins to review the sensor logs::

SO_Zria says:
::turns fully toward the CO:: Captain...

CO_VanSickle says:
SO: Report.

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
*CMO* Very good, Doctor.  Be prepared for any casualties that might come your way.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
::enters the bridge and heads down to the command station::

CSO_Bodine says:
::also tries to determine thier location::

OPS-Watson says:
:: Receives information from engineering ::   CO: Sir, engineering says it will take 30 minutes to regain function...and about 60 minutes if you want any real speed

TO_Sadek says:
CTO: The Sharikahr shunted power from their fusion reactors to their warps nacelles... it caused our warp field to suffer an imbalance.... and created a wormhole Sir.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
CO:  Well, that was fun.

CO_VanSickle says:
OPS: I'm not sure if we have an hour, but tell them to go as fast as they can.

SO_Zria says:
CO:  Captain, we are in relatively the same location, but the time/space marker shows us to be 3 weeks ahead of where we were before entering the wormhole.

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
*CTO* I'm always ready for casualties.

CO_VanSickle says:
SO: Three weeks?

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::enters sickbay just as patients with minor injuries begin coming in::

OPS-Watson says:
CO: Aye, sir...    :: Sends the information to engineering ::   *EO*: Watson to whomever in engineering!

CO_VanSickle says:
OPS: Contact the nearest Starbase.

SO_Zria says:
CO: Yes sir, 3 weeks

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
TO: What is the status of tactical systems?

OPS-Watson says:
<Braggs>*OPS*: Braggs here...

CSO_Bodine says:
CO: Trying to establish where we might be. ::accesses remote Astrometrics behind science 2::

TO_Sadek says:
CO: Nearest Starbase is SB103   Avalon Station Sir.

OPS-Watson says:
*Braggs*: The Captain doesn't think we have an hour...so I suggest you guys hop to it like real quick, eh?

CO_VanSickle says:
TO: Get them on the horn.

CSO_Bodine says:
SO: You suggesting we lost 3 weeks or time travel?

OPS-Watson says:
<Braggs>:: Rolls his eyes and sighs ::   *OPS*: We'll do our best!  Braggs out!

CO_VanSickle says:
::overhears CSO:: CSO: What it sounds like is we fell victim to Einstein.

TO_Sadek says:
CTO: All systems are functional Sir.

SO_Zria says:
CSO: Exactly, Lieutenant.  I would hypothesize that we time jumped during the worm hole experience.

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
TO: Very good.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
::overhears:: SO:  So, it is now three weeks in the future?

SO_Zria says:
XO: Yes, ma'am.

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
XO: Do you think the D'Vor stayed in the past?

TO_Sadek says:
CO: Aye Sir  .... sending a COM to Avalon Station.... Do we require assistance from them or simply to notify of our arrival?

SO_Zria says:
XO:  We are relatively in the same area of space where the warp distortion occurred, but the time buoy marks us as three weeks in the future.

OPS-Watson says:
:: Tries to contact the nearest Starbase...without success ::

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
CTO:  It's certainly possible.  I doubt the dreadnaught would have been caught in the wormhole.

CO_VanSickle says:
TO: Notify them for now, and have them advise what happened within the last three weeks, their time.

CSO_Bodine says:
ALL: Sharikahr sure was reckless

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
XO: I just hope the D'Vor didn't go on a rampage during the last 3 weeks.

TO_Sadek says:
CSO: With all due respect Sir... The Sharikahr attempted to escape from an unknown assailant... their actions were logical.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
CTO:  I hope so, too.

SO_Zria says:
CSO: Without their sensors, they may have thought us to be Romulan or worse, Lieutenant.

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::goes down to the command deck and takes a seat on the opposite side of the CO from where the XO is sitting::

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::starts dealing with the second of 5 minor concussions::

CSO_Bodine says:
:: laughs at the CTO’s remark even though it wasn’t a joke :: CTO: If they did sir, there is not much we can do about it now

TO_Sadek says:
::frowns:: CO: I do not get a response from Avalon Captain.... 

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
CSO: And that is what worries me.

CO_VanSickle says:
TO: Scan where Avalon is.

CO_VanSickle says:
CTO: What do you think, T'Lok?

OPS-Watson says:
CO: Confirmed sir...I can't get anything on comms

CSO_Bodine says:
SO: I know that, but we do have view ports don’t we atleast LOOK federation ensign?

SO_Zria says:
::begins to analyze the data from the most recent events::

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
CO: Sir, with the way the D'Vor was acting, I fear that when we disappeared, they just kept heading into Federation space, and attacked anything in its way.

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
CO: But, Sir, that is just a gut feeling at this time.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
CTO:  Including Avalon Station ... ::trails off::

TO_Sadek says:
CO: Sensor readings are.... indeterminate Sir.... readings are..... confusing.... difficult to get an accurate reading at this distance.

CO_VanSickle says:
XO: I know, Russ and the kids.

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
XO: Sadly, yes Commander, including Avalon station.  I pray that it's just a feeling, and nothing more.

SO_Zria says:
CSO: With the ship at Red Alert? Sir?

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
CTO:  Then I hope your feelings are incorrect.

OPS-Watson says:
:: Working hard at her station sending out repair crews to affected areas of the ship, trying to monitor any sub-space communications, keeping track of the progress of engineering... ::

CSO_Bodine says:
CO: With respect captain are we just going to assume we belong here? Don't you think we should try and get back into the time frame we came from before we make any contact. This might be the future but with all we know about temporal anomalies how can we be sure this is even our future?

CO_VanSickle says:
CSO: You mean not only did we slip through time but quantum universes?

SO_Zria says:
CO: It is a possibility, Captain

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
CO:  It certainly would explain why we cannot raise Avalon Station ...

OPS-Watson says:
:: Raises an eyebrow as she hears the conversation on the bridge as she continues to work ::

CO_VanSickle says:
CSO: Compare long-range sensor data that we can get now versus what we had before we got sucked into that wormhole.

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
CO: But, how would we find our way back to our own universe, if that is the case?

CSO_Bodine says:
CO: I'm not saying anything for sure yet captain, but we should try and find out some how.

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::finishes with the concussions and goes on to other patients::

SO_Zria says:
CSO:  I'm trying to analyze the data that was recorded during the excitement.

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::looks around to see her entire medical staff in sickbay working::

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
CTO:  The same way we got here.  There may be some way to control what happened to us ...

OPS-Watson says:
:: Turns around ::   ALL: Quantum signatures might help to ensure we are in the correct universe, sirs

TO_Sadek says:
CSO: I believe a comparative analysis of our quantum signature and the quantum signature of the surrounding universe will determine if we are in our universe or not.

CSO_Bodine says:
CO: There should be a calling and tracking station at the federation border perhaps we could check there it wont be manned and that will minimize exposure.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
OPS:  Nice idea.  Give it a try.

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::Looks at the CSO:: CSO: I will leave that up to your department.  When it comes to the sciences, I know when to keep quiet.

CO_VanSickle says:
OPS: That's a good idea.

CSO_Bodine says:
SO: Good idea, Lt we might even have to know how to recreate of reverse what has happened.
CO_VanSickle says:
CSO/SO: See what the quantum signatures are around here compared to when the accident took place.
CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::moves into her office as the last of the minor injuries are dealt with:: Medical Staff: Once the patients are released, I want to see you all please.

OPS-Watson says:
:: Nods at the XO and turns back around, her fingers flying over her console as she tries to obtain the quantum signature on something close ::

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
CSO:  Perhaps, if we have jumped universes, the Federation doesn't exist.

SO_Zria says:
::begins comparing the data as ordered::

CSO_Bodine says:
XO: That is true

OPS-Watson says:
:: Getting several distress calls... ::

CO_VanSickle says:
XO: Maybe we might be in the, quote, mirror universe. ::shudders::

SO_Zria says:
CSO: You're right, Lieutenant...the quantum signatures are different, this isn't our universe.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
CO:  Oh I hope not ...

OPS-Watson says:
CO: Sir...I'm getting several distress calls...    :: Tries to pinpoint the locations of them... ::

CO_VanSickle says:
::hears the SO:: SO: What's the disparity on the quantum signatures?

SO_Zria says:
CO: Actually Captain, we are not in the mirror universe.  

CSO_Bodine says:
SO: Great work. CO: Captain, based on the SO's finding I must advice that any assistance we give her could have a profound impact. And impact that would otherwise not occur.

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::turns on the monitor to hear what's happening on the bridge::

CO_VanSickle says:
CSO: Sort of a temporal prime directive?

SO_Zria says:
CO:  The quantum signatures are different, but not exact opposites which is what would signify the mirror universe.  But this is an alternate universe.

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
CO: I suggest doing everything we can go get back to our own time and universe.  Unfortunately, that would mean allowing those distress calls to go unanswered by us.

CO_VanSickle says:
OPS: Who is making that distress call, by the way?

OPS-Watson says:
:: Clears the signals...and sees one... ::   CO: Sir, I'm receiving a distress call from Avalon station...it's very, very weak at this time, sir

CSO_Bodine says:
CO: Yes sir. But that's your call I was just making you aware.

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::watches as her staff comes in one by one::

CO_VanSickle says:
Self: Avalon Station?

CIV_Serok says:
CO:  No Captain, the temporal prime directive would not come into play here, we are in an alternate universe, not the same universe in the future or past.

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
CO: Sir, by even finding where those calls are coming from, wouldn’t that be polluting our own time line and universe?

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
CO:  Well, we know there is a Federation here ... of some sort.

OPS-Watson says:
:: Sets course for Avalon ::   CO: I have a course laid in sir...

CO_VanSickle says:
CTO: It was basic curiosity, T'Lok.

SO_Zria says:
::returns to analyzing the data trying to find a way to return to their own universe::

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
::is trying to get her head around all this temporal business::

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
CO: I understand that, Sir, But i must urge all of us to NOT look at anything around us.  The less we know about this universe, the less contamination we will receive and subsequently be able to take back to our own universe.

CSO_Bodine says:
CO: I am not sure if we can get back to our own time yet, if Avalon is a friendly base and it's the only one near by there is no telling how long we could be here. Maybe helping them in this case is acceptable?

OPS-Watson says:
:: Checks with engineering on the status of engines ::

CO_VanSickle says:
OPS: No not set any course to Avalon Station at this time.

OPS-Watson says:
CO: Aye sir...

SO_Zria says:
CTO: The time pollution typically only occurs when going back in time, we are 3 weeks ahead in time and the future has not been written.

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
SO: True.  But, what about Universal pollution?

CO_VanSickle says:
CTO: Plus, we're not in our own universe, so pollution doesn't apply.

CSO_Bodine says:
CO: We might require supplies and repairs if this Avalon station is lost we might be stuck here. I must disagree with the CTO here maybe we should help.

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::sees the last of her staff come in::

CO_VanSickle says:
XO/CIV: What do you ladies think?

OPS-Watson says:
:: Sighs as she continues to re-direct repair crews while listening to the conversation on the bridge ::

CIV_Serok says:
CTO:  If this is indeed an alternate universe, we do not know what pollutions would or would not be.

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
Med Staff: Okay, we don't know what's going on right now but I want us ready for anything.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
CO:  I'd say we need Avalon's help ... we need urgent repairs if we are to get back to our own system.

SO_Zria says:
CTO: That, Sir, only applies to our own universe.  We are in a different quantum signature, different quantum spin...different universe...Commander.

CIV_Serok says:
CO:  My advice is to render aid if we are able to do so Captain.

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
CIV: That is also true.  So, what I suggest is prudent.  Don't allow ourselves to be polluted, or to cause any pollution.

SO_Zria says:
CO:  Sensors have picked up a vessel adrift to starboard...no power, no life signs.

CO_VanSickle says:
All: We're going to Avalon Station if able.  OPS: What's our engine status?

CO_VanSickle says:
SO: Where is it and what's its ID?

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
SO:  Can you get an identity?

CIV_Serok says:
CTO:  If that is the case Mister Nmbarri, then we are already polluted by just being here.

OPS-Watson says:
CO: We have up to warp 1.8 at this time.  Engineering expects to have up to warp 4 very soon

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
CO: As you wish, Captain. ::doesn't agree with the CO, but it is his duty to follow orders::

SO_Zria says:
::attempts to get more information about the ship:: CO:  No ID, Captain as there is no power.  However the wreckage is consistent with an nova class ship.

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
CIV: Well, I can't argue with that point.

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
Medical Staff: I'm going to go ahead and start with the schedule change now.  You are all used to working with each other anyway and I have a feeling we'll be together quite often in the near future....

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
Med Staff: Alpha Shift, me, Nurse Curtis, and Nurse Helene.

CO_VanSickle says:
CTO: I know you don't agree, T'Lok, but everyone else figures we should do this.

CSO_Bodine says:
CTO: Don't panic I doubt our children will have to suffer for what we do here today we plan to leave remember. ::smiles at the CTO::

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
CO:  Perhaps we can gain some information from that vessel.

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
Med Staff: Jeahnie will work starting half way through Alpha and into Beta to give us some coverage.

SO_Zria says:
::continues to watch the results of the scans::

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
CO/CSO: You all have a point.  I was just making a suggestion.  ::Turns to the CO:: CO: As always, I will follow your lead, and orders, the fullest extent of my abilities.

CO_VanSickle says:
XO: Agreed. OPS: Bring us alongside the derelict vessel.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
CIV:  Do you think our computers would be compatible with those on that ship?

OPS-Watson says:
:: Fingers move swiftly over her console as she brings the Scorpius alongside the derelict vessel...::

SO_Zria says:
XO: Commander, scans of the hull show the name of the ship to be the USS Hydra.

CIV_Serok says:
XO: Alternate suggests that it should be compatible.  It is not opposite therefore logic would dictate that it will have the same type of systems we have.

CSO_Bodine says:
:: scans the data network of the Hydra ::

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
CIV:  Agreed.  See if you can do a remote link to their computers.

OPS-Watson says:
CO: We are at her port side now, sir

SO_Zria says:
XO:  Several of the life boats are missing, Commander.

CO_VanSickle says:
CSO/SO: Do a full scan of her.

CIV_Serok says:
:: looks up at the SO :: SO:  Pardon me, did you say USS Hydra?

CSO_Bodine says:
:: looks over at the XO with enthusiasm :: XO: Another away mission attempt?

SO_Zria says:
CIV: Yes Ma'am, Captain.

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
Med Staff: Beta Shift, Pierce, Houlihan

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
TO: Sadek, can you get any tactical readings from that ship?

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
CO:  We could go aboard her.

CIV_Serok says:
CO:  Captain, in our universe, the Hydra is the Nova class starship assigned to Avalon Station.

SO_Zria says:
CO: Scans are in progress, Captain.

CO_VanSickle says:
XO: Wait on the scans.

CSO_Bodine says:
CO: Not much to gain from her the data network on that ship appears to be toast.

CIV_Serok says:
XO:  Aye Commander.

SO_Zria says:
CO: Captain, there are hull breeches on all decks, leaving the ship completely open to space.  There is no bridge or engineering section left on the ship.

CO_VanSickle says:
CSO: Is there anything inside that hull?

TO_Sadek says:
CO: Scanning now Sir....

CO_VanSickle says:
CSO/SO: Analyze the damage.  What destroyed her?

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
SO:  Any weapons signatures?  Anything to indicate what caused it ...

CSO_Bodine says:
:: checks the internal compartments for anything of value ::

CSO_Bodine says:
CO: Scanning

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
Med Staff: Gamma Shift is Sopok

SO_Zria says:
XO: There is an unusual energy residue on the hull ::checks again:: Commander, it matches the neural energy plasma torpedoes that the D'Vor used on the Romulan vessels.

CSO_Bodine says:
CO: No sir, and the distress call has long past I figure no doubt time is important here I suggest we move on.

SO_Zria says:
XO: Commander, the red torpedoes that they fired as a killing blow.

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
::Gets a feeling of dread at hearing the D'Vor mentioned::

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
Med Staff: I have two civilians that are willing to help.   Both are retired nurses.  They will work with us until we get replacements at a Starbase.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
CO:  Either the D'Vor came with us or ...

SO_Zria says:
::thinks:: Self: not here too...

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
XO: Or they just moved on in the same direction, as I feared.

CSO_Bodine says:
ALL: Or she has been on a rampage without us!

CO_VanSickle says:
XO: Or when the Sharikahr threw us into the wormhole, this was the result.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
::nods::

CO_VanSickle says:
All: I feel like we're in the middle of "It's a Wonderful Life."

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
TO: Sadek, any word on the tactical systems of that ship?

TO_Sadek says:
CO: Sir... Her weapon systems have been depleted.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
CO: So they didn't go down without a fight.

CSO_Bodine says:
ALL: Well I for one don't want to run into her. We're damaged already what chance would we have?

TO_Sadek says:
CTO: As stated Sir... her weapons systems have been depleted.

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
CO: Well, it sounds like she at least put up a fight.

SO_Zria says:
::gives the CO an odd glance wondering what in space he is talking about::

CO_VanSickle says:
OPS: Set course for Avalon and engage.

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
Med Staff: Nurse Jennifer Ivory will be working Beta shift.

OPS-Watson says:
CO: At what speed sir?

SO_Zria says:
::returns her attention to the sensor data, trying to find a way home::

CO_VanSickle says:
OPS: Best speed.

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
Med Staff: Nurse Ashley Jergens will be working Gamma shift.

CMO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
Med Staff: I have three replacements coming soon.

OPS-Watson says:
:: Presses the button and feels the ship move at warp 1.8 towards Avalon ::

CTO_Garta-Nmbarri says:
TO: Keep all sensors on maximum

Host Gerry says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


